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[Marks : 40]
What is meant by healthy competition ? It means

that if each one of us does not compete with others, a
certain amount of complacency will set in and all our
ambitions will take a back seat because there will be no
one to compete with and success will seemingly come on a
flatter for those who excel.

Competition should only limit itself to improving
one’s own abilities, not harming another person who is also
trying to do his / her best. Sometimes the desire to be
the best overwhelms completely, it becomes a kind of
obsession where none or nothing stands in the way of
achieving our goals. We must try not to be unscrupulous
or step on anyone else’s toes in our attempt to succeed.

Over-ambition can sometimes ruin relationships that
are valuable in our lives; for people in good positions
sometimes hinder others from going ahead, for fear that
they may jeopardies their own positions.

Competition starts an early age in schools where
the race to stand first begins. Its plus point is the
never failing push to succeed. Therefore, competition
is a need that each of us has in our lives to forge
towards our goals.

One thing is quite sure. If there is no
competition, students would not bother to study at all.
It would be very difficult to differentiate between
brilliant ones and dull ones.
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